ECOSYSTEM WORKGROUP REPORT ON
FUTURE COUNCIL MEETING AGENDA AND WORKLOAD PLANNING

The Ecosystem Workgroup (EWG) reviewed the Pacific Fishery Management Council’s (Council’s) Preliminary Year-at-a-Glance Summary (C.7, Attachment 1) and recommends revising the March 2021 meeting summary as follows:

- Un-shade the Climate and Communities Initiative agenda item and designate that item as an update, rather than final action. For that meeting, and as we stated in our report on Agenda Item F.1, we anticipate that the Council would receive the final report on the scenario planning portion of the Initiative, and would consider some preliminary recommendations on strategies to address some of the anticipated fisheries management challenges identified through the scenario planning process.
- Add an agenda item for a report on the Fishery Ecosystem Plan update.

For the Council’s September 2021 agenda described on the Year-at-a-Glance Summary, the EWG recommends these additions:

- Final action on the Climate and Communities Initiative;
- Final adoption of the revised Fishery Ecosystem Plan.
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